
 

Differentiation: LearnZillion videos (reteaching and enrichment), RC prerequisite lessons  Materials: Math binders/folders, RC workbooks, chromebooks, Bellwork, Google Slides, Edulastic, Google 

Classroom, Kahoot, i-Ready app  

Enrichment Online – Khan Academy, teacher assigned i-Ready lessons, & LearnZillion videos   

Bayou View Middle School – Weekly Lesson Plans  -  Lesson Plans Are Subject to Change Based on Students’ Needs 

Teacher:  Borchardt/Farragut  Week of January 11-15  Subject:  Math 6 

Classroom News/Due Dates: Math Test Friday, January 15  

Words to understand, know, and apply: rates, unit rates, unit costs, proportion, percent 

Standards: Apply the following techniques in the context of solving real-world and mathematical problem solving 

6.EE.7 Solve real-world and mathematical problems by writing and solving equations 

6.EE.9 Use variables to represent two quantities in a real-world problem that change in relationship to one another; write an equation to express one quantity, thought of as the dependent variable, in 

terms of the other quantity, thought of as the independent variable. Analyze the relationship between the dependent and independent variables using graphs and tables, and relate these to the equation. 

Day/Date  Bell Work 
Objectives 

The student will… 

Procedures 

TI = Teacher Input, M = Modeling, GP = Guided Practice, IP = Independent Practice 

TTW = The teacher will…    TSW = The students will… 

Assessment 

 

Closure 

Monday 

Edulastic 

Questions 

6.EE.7 Solve 

real-world and 

mathematical 

problems by writing 

and solving equations 

ANTICIPATORY SET:  How do you isolate the variable?  
Teacher will 

observe students 

as they solve 

today’s 

assignment. 

What is the 

inverse 

operation of 

division? 

Addition? 

1-11-21 
TI/M) Teacher will clear up any misconceptions on solving equations that the students may have after 

last week’s lesson.  

IP) Students will complete assignment #2 from their packet practicing one step equations.  

Homework: Finish the questions from today if you did not. 
 

Tuesday 

Edulastic 

Questions 

6.EE.9 Use variables 

to represent two 

quantities in a 

real-world problem 

that change in 

relationship to one 

another 

ANTIC SET: On i-Ready, have you had a lesson on input tables? How did you work through it? 
Teacher will 

observe student 

as they complete 

today’s notes and 

practice.  

How do you 

determine which 

variable is 

dependent and 

which is 

independent? 

1-12-21  TI/M) The teacher will introduce the students to tables with dependent and independent variables using 

notes (assignment #3) and Google slides. 

GP) The students will work through assignment #4 with a partner to practice working with independent 

and dependent variables. 

Homework: Finish today’s practice page from today if you did not.  

 

 

Wednesday 

Edulastic 

Questions 

6.EE.9 Analyze the 

relationship between 

the dependent and 

independent variables 

using graphs and 

tables, and relate 

these to the equation. 

ANTIC SET: Would hours worked or money earned be the dependent variable? 

Teacher will 

observe students 

as they complete 

today’s RC lesson. 

Would time 

working out or 

calories burned be 

the independent 

variable? 

1-13-21 
TI/M) The teacher will give practice problems on solving tables and word problems with dependent and 

independent variables, including completing and reading graphs and tables.  

GP) The students will work through RC Lesson 22 page 509, 512, 514- 515, 520-523 as a class.  

Homework: Finish today’s RC pages if you did not in class. 

 

 

Thursday 

1-14-21 

 

Edulastic 

Questions 

6.EE.7 Solve 

problems by writing 

and solving equations 

6.EE.9 Solve and 

analyze relationships 

between dependent 

and independent 

variables in equations 

ANTIC. SET: Rate yourself on the skills for tomorrow’s test.  
 

Teacher will 

observe students 

as they work 

through today’s 

test prep. 

 

How can you best 

prepare for 

tomorrow’s test? 

TI/M) Teacher will clarify any misconceptions students have on solving equations or working with 

dependent and independent variables.  

IP) Students will complete a test prep to help prepare them for tomorrow’s test. 

Homework: Study for your test!!!  

Friday 

Prepare 

for 

today’s 

test! 

6.EE.7 Solve 

problems by writing 

and solving equations 

6.EE.9 Solve and 

analyze relationships 

between dependent 

and independent 

variables in equations 

ANTIC SET: Today’s the day to show what you know!  

Teacher will take 

the test for an 

assessment 

grade. 

How do you feel 

you did on toady’s 

test? 

1-15-21 

Mixed Practice Test: Equations, Dependent Variables and 

Independent Variables as well as previously taught 6th grade skills 

Homework: Have a great three-day weekend!  
 


